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	Key Features

	
		This book empowers you to create rich cross-platform graphical user interfaces using Python
	
		It helps you develop applications that can be deployed on Windows, OSX, and Linux
	
		The recipes in the book involve real-world applications, giving you a first-hand experience of the practical scenarios



	Book Description


	wxPython is a GUI toolkit for the Python programming language built on top of the cross-platform wxWidgets GUI libraries. wxPython provides a powerful set of tools that allow you to quickly and efficiently building applications that can run on a variety of different platforms. Since wxWidgets provides a wrapper around each platform's native GUI toolkit, the applications built with wxPython will have a native look and feel wherever they are deployed.


	This book will provide you with the skills to build highly functional and native looking user interfaces for Python applications on multiple operating system environments. By working through the recipes, you will gain insights into and exposure to creating applications using wxPython. With a wide range of topics covered in the book, there are recipes to get the most basic of beginners started in GUI programming as well as tips to help experienced users get more out of their applications. The recipes will take you from the most basic application constructs all the way through to the deployment of complete applications.


	What you will learn

	
		Create full featured user interfaces
	
		Design and develop custom controls
	
		Deploy and distribute wxPython applications to Windows, Macintosh OS X, Linux, and other UNIX-like environments
	
		Handle and respond to application events
	
		Manage and display data using grids
	
		Interact with web services from your GUI
	
		Use Paint events to draw custom displays
	
		Support the display of user interfaces in multiple languages



	About the Author


	Cody Precord is a software engineer based in Minneapolis, MN, USA. He designs and writes systems and application software for Windows, AIX, Linux, and Macintosh OS X using primarily C++, C#, C, Perl, Bash, and Python. The constant need for working on multiple platforms naturally led Cody to the wxPython toolkit, which he has used for several years. He is the author of wxPython 2.8 Application Development Cookbook, Packt Publishing and has also contributed to the development of the wxPython library. Cody is interested in promoting cross platform development practices and improving usability in software.
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Multicore Programming Using the ParC Language (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Multicore Programming Using the ParC Language discusses the principles of practical parallel programming using shared memory on multicore machines. It uses a simple yet powerful parallel dialect of C called ParC as the basic programming language. Designed to be used in an introductory course in parallel programming and covering basic...
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Clojure ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Clojure is a practical, general-purpose language that offers expressivity rivaling other dynamic languages like Ruby and Python, while seamlessly taking advantage of Java libraries, services, and all of the resources of the JVM ecosystem. This book helps you learn the fundamentals of Clojure with examples relating it to the languages...
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How Math Can Save Your Life: (And Make You Rich, Help You Find The One, and Avert Catastrophes)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	How to make lots of money, keep yourself safe, and even save the world-all by using a little simple math


	Forget the dull, boring math you learned in school. This book shows you the powerful things math can do for you, with applications no teacher ever taught you in algebra class. How can you make money off credit card companies?...
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Shut Up, Stop Whining, and Get a Life: A Kick-Butt Approach to a Better LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Internationally renowned success philosopher, business speaker, and humorist, Larry Winget offers advice that flies in the face of conventional self-help. He believes that the motivational speakers and self-help gurus seem to have forgotten that the operative word in self-help is "self." That is what makes this book so different. Shut Up,...
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Managing Information Communication Technology Investments in Successful EnterprisesIdea Group Publishing, 2007
"The digital business world is undergoing phenomenal and sometimes turbulent changes.  The digital economy has also seen the rise of entirely new businesses. Traditional  bricks and mortar  businesses are scrambling to become e-commerce businesses simply to survive in this new era. Whether in original economy or digital, IT investment is...
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VPNs Illustrated : Tunnels, VPNs, and IPsecAddison Wesley, 2005
Virtual private networks (VPNs) based on the Internet instead  of the traditional leased lines offer organizations of all sizes the promise of  a low-cost, secure electronic network. However, using the Internet to carry  sensitive information can present serious privacy and security problems. By  explaining how VPNs actually...
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